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Twitter, blogs and alternative news sites play an increasingly important role in the realm of news and journalism. Journalists often use Twitter to survey the public opinion and to gather information for their articles. At the same time, there has been an explosive growth of non-journalistic websites that have started to compete with professional news organizations for the attention from the audience. What do these trends mean for the credibility of news that citizens consume? In a survey-embedded experiment (N=1,979) we address this question by investigating argument credibility within news articles, varying the sources that are cited, the type of news outlet and the style of information gathering by the journalist. Confirming our hypothesis, the results show that arguments are more credible when experts are cited instead of random citizens. However, it appears that the credibility of arguments is judged the same, regardless of the type of online outlet (either the website of an interest group or the website of an independent quality newspaper). Further, arguments based on information from Twitter and based on face-to-face interviews are judged differently under specific conditions. The apparent indifference of citizens towards the origin and interests of information sources has significant democratic implications.
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The context of content: The impact of source and setting on the credibility of news

Content from participatory media like Twitter and weblogs has found its place in mainstream news sources. Participatory media have made it easier for journalists to find opinions of experts now that academics, politicians and other elite figures have started to use media like Twitter and blogs. Participatory media have also made it much easier for journalists to tap into public opinion by providing convenient access to a range of ‘citizen’ opinions. The emergence of the Internet and the increased possibilities for citizens to participate in the news has led to various questions regarding the credibility of news content and online information. Although participatory media have been applauded because they could bring more authentic, unmediated and diverse voices to the public debate (Gillmor, 2004; Bowman & Willis, 2003), it has been argued that the increased possibilities for the public to participate have also changed the traditional process of gatekeeping (Bruns, 2005).

With the presence of websites, blogs, Twitter and social networks, the number of possible news and information sources available to the public are endless. Obviously, such profound changes do not come without consequences for the public. For communication scholars, one of the most intriguing questions is therefore to assess the strategies and heuristics the audience uses to cope with the abundance of online news and information sources.

Nowadays, people increasingly rely on online news sources (Tewksbury & Rittenberg, 2012), and also social networks and Twitter are used for delivering news. Knowledge about how citizens evaluate all these new information sources, particularly in comparison with traditional sources, is therefore relevant. How credible do citizens perceive information that is coming from Twitter, from random citizens and from non-journalistic sources? And do citizens still rate articles as more credible when they originate from trusted traditional sources like newspapers?

Communication scholars have always been interested in the conditions under which communication is most effective. Various studies have shown that the more credible people judge information, the larger the effects are on attitudes and behaviour (Chaiken & Maheswaran, 1994; Miller & Krosnick, 2000; Nan, 2009). The degree of credibility people attribute to a message or piece of information largely depends on the characteristics of the message, the source of the information and
the context in which information is presented. Now that the Internet has introduced myriad new information sources and news environments, the issue of credibility has received renewed attention in recent years (Stavenuiter et al., 2012). As Eastin (2001) already noted more than a decade ago: “The Internet’s free and unregulated flow of information and information providers creates many possible hazards to those who seek and trust online information. (... ) As the Internet’s information seekers and providers continue to increase, it becomes important that researchers gain an understanding of how this information is being perceived”

Theory

Under which circumstances do people believe information? Historically, both the concepts of credibility and trust have been central in studies that have addressed this question. The choice for either one of the concepts can often be attributed to scholarly tradition or language, but in many cases the concepts are used interchangeably (Hellmueller & Trilling, 2012). However, Kohring and Matthes (2007) and Jackob (2010) have also pointed to the inconsistency in not only measurements, but also the theoretical distinction of the two concepts.

In this paper, the focus is to untangle the circumstances under which people believe certain arguments they read. Credibility is therefore the central concept here, following the observation by Wathen and Burkell (2002) who note that “at its simplest, credibility can be defined as ‘believability’” (p. 135). Also, it has been noted that credibility usually precedes trust. Thus, the attributed argument credibility may eventually impact the degree of trust in a certain medium (e.g., Kohring & Matthes, 2007; Jackob, 2008, 2010). Judgements of argument credibility can thus not be seen as independent of credibility of or trust in the medium or source of the message.

Various studies have focused on the issue of credibility with regard to the Internet (e.g., Franklin & Carlson, 2010; Johnson & Kaye, 2004; Kaye & Johnson, 2011; Metzger et al., 2003). For example, studies have examined the credibility of online health information (e.g., Hu & Sundar, 2010) – but there are few studies addressing the credibility of online news. And despite the longstanding tradition of comparing credibility across media types (Kohring, 2004), not much is known about the attributes that actually explain why some arguments are perceived more credible than others. It has been found that people judge
media differently, but not much is known about the attributes of news articles (the medium it appears in, the sources that are cited) that impact argument credibility. Some hints exist, though, what type of cues matter in the case of online media: Ease of use, absence of technical errors, and frequent updates increase credibility (Fogg et al., 2000), as well as a good design and a clear information structure (Fogg et al., 2003).

Social judgment theory (Sherif & Hovland, 1961) and the assumptions underlying heuristic and peripheral processing of information (as opposed to systematic and central processing) suggest that people use various cues to evaluate the credibility of information. These cues are often unrelated to the actual information content, but are based on evaluations of authority or expertness for example. Also the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) by Petty and Cacioppo (1984) assumes that situational factors may – often unconsciously – play a role in processing information.

Whether arguments are judged credible or not may thus depend on various factors. Using identical messages in an experimental setup, Sundar (1998) found that people attribute greater credibility to certain messages when some information in these messages is presented as a direct quotation. It is also argued that recipients may actually use their own credibility perception of a medium, presenter, source or TV program as a heuristic for judging the credibility of the message they are confronted with (Hovland & Weiss, 1951; Schweiger, 2000).

In the experiment presented in this paper, we therefore expect the factors outlined in the following paragraphs to influence whether or not arguments are judged as credible.

**Amateurs and experts**

In credibility research there has traditionally been much focus on the role of expertness of sources when credibility is evaluated (e.g., Hovland et al., 1959; Nan, 2009; Tormala & Petty, 2004). Given the fact that the emergence of participatory media has led to an increase of citizen voices in the news, there has been a renewed interest in how people process and perceive news content and to what extent they find the content credible. It has been argued that citizens’ opinions would be perceived as being more authentic than those of experts’ opinions (Gillmor, 2004; Bowman & Willis, 2003). Weblogs have long been the primary channel for such non-expert opinions, and therefore, their credibility has been investigated in numerous studies (Johnson & Kaye,
While it is generally found that many people rate blogs as relatively credible, it remains largely unclear what the characteristics of that medium are that make it being evaluated as credible. Regular citizens may be seen as credible because they are authentic or because of source homophily (e.g., Wang et al., 2008; Wright, 2000). With regard to online health information, Hu and Sundar (2010) observe: “It is indeed an open question whether professional expertise or lay expertise is given more weight by users while evaluating online health information credibility” (p. 113).

**Mediated and unmediated sources**

Different ideas exist as to whether the absence of professional gatekeeping in citizen media results in higher or lower credibility ratings. In a mediated communication environment, ideally, a trained professional – the journalist – has already assessed the credibility of his source before publishing the information given by the source. In contrast, in an unmediated communication environment, all information is accessible directly, without any filter that blocks non-credible sources. As Hu and Sundar (2010), referring to work by Haas and Wearden, state: “Researchers have seen a shift in gatekeeping functions on the Internet, where responsibility for judging the content and accuracy of information transfers from editors to online information users” (p. 110).

While some argue that exactly these journalistic filter processes lead to higher credibility (see next paragraph), others argue the opposite. Blog users themselves, for example, seem to judge blogs as highly credible – probably not despite, but just because they do not adhere to journalistic standards (Johnson & Kaye, 2004). In case recipients believe that media are biased, they might see gatekeeping as a disadvantage rather than an advantage. Kaye and Johnson (2011) listed three reasons why some people consider blogs as more credible than mediated sources: Their ability to highlight uncommon and new perspectives and stories, their closeness to the sources (for example, blogging soldiers), and their outspokenness.

**Journalistic and partisan sources**

Another point of interest in credibility research is the difference between journalistic sources and partisan sources. Those who see
weblogs as less credible than newspapers or television news usually do so because they see the former as potentially biased or partisan.

And indeed, several studies agree that blogs are judged as less credible than journalistic mainstream media (Johnson et al., 2007). Results from an experiment even suggest that blogs are not only judged less credible than traditional news articles: Blog credibility seems to match the credibility of clearly opinionated news formats – which score very low on credibility (Meyer et al., 2010). Yet, as Johnson and his colleagues (2007) show, this is not the case for users that are highly interested in politics: This group even judges blogs as the most credible news source of all. Also, the importance of the ‘journalistic’ character of a source might be overrated. For example, it has been found that partisan media content like broadcasting video news releases without any journalistic editing is not necessarily considered non-credible – even if the name of the partisan source is clearly displayed on the screen (Tewksbury et al., 2011). In this case, the context might play a role, as the credibility of the news broadcast context might be transferred to that specific item. But also the opposite may happen: A newspaper article, embedded in a non-credible, partisan and uncivil blog-context, can even enjoy especially high credibility rating due to the high contrast (Thorson et al., 2010).

Still, the prevalent idea is that traditional offline media enjoy higher credibility than online sources. One reason for this is that studies of media credibility often treat online media as one entity, while among offline media, newspapers, television, and radio are treated differently (Stavenuiter et al., 2012). These studies neglect that the credibility of newspaper websites, online-only news sites, partisan websites, and blogs might differ substantially. The reasoning for the lower online credibility ratings in those studies is often that ‘the Internet’ does not adhere to the same – high – journalistic standards as for example newspapers do. Flanagin and Metzger (2000) for instance, discuss the problem of using an overarching construct like Internet credibility, but that does not withhold them from writing about the “possibility of misinformation on the Internet” and claim it is “arguably the least critical medium” (p. 529).

Differing credibility ratings of offline and online media are, interestingly, not based on factual content difference: Publishing identical information on a newspaper’s website and on their Twitter account, however, has been shown to result in significantly lower credibility ratings for Twitter – although both sender and content
were identical (Schmierbach & Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2012). Thus, even if the content of an argument presented in the news is the same, the source context seems to matter a lot. Schweiger (2000) in this respect notes: “Recipients use the credibility of a medium or media product as a (heuristic) indicator for the credibility of a single news story or programme” (p. 41).

Need for Cogniton and the effect of cues

So far, we have outlined which cues may influence people’s judgment of how credible an argument is. However, these cues might not affect everyone to the same extent. For example, it has been argued that people with a high Need For Cognition (NFC) tend to engage in central processing and use less peripheral cues – which means that in our case, NFC can be expected to moderate the effects of cues on perceived credibility (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Nan, 2009). This is because NFC can be described as a personality trait that refers to people’s tendency to enjoy thinking. People with a high NFC usually prefer complex tasks to simple ones, while people with a low NFC try to avoid cognitive challenges. Accordingly, people with a higher NFC are more influenced by the quality of an argument itself (Martin et al., 2003) – and in turn, those with a lower NFC should be more influenced by cues rather than the argument itself.

Hypotheses

Based on the literature review and theoretical considerations outlined above, we propose the following set of hypotheses.

H1: Messages on professional news sites are rated more credible than messages on partisan websites.

H2: Messages by experts are rated more credible than those by citizens.

H3: Messages cited from face-to-face (F2F) settings are rated more credible than tweets.

H4: The difference in credibility between messages by experts and messages by citizens is larger in the Twitter condition than in the F2F condition.

H5: The differences hypothesized in H1, H2 and H3 are higher for people with a lower Need for Cognition.
Method

To test our hypotheses, a survey-embedded experiment was conducted in Austria to achieve a big sample size, while at the same time ensuring that participants were as representative as possible of the Austrian population. This is crucial as a convenience sample of students might evaluate the credibility of both social media and experts, which in our experiment where university professors, significantly different from other members of society.

Research design

The experiment was designed as a 2x2x2 post-test-only between-subjects experiment. After answering a number of media use questions, participants were asked to read the stimulus material: A news article. Finally, the dependent variables were measured and participants were debriefed.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions. In each condition, participants were asked to read an article about a possible taxation on meat. The writer of the article presented an argument in favour of this taxation. We varied the context in which the argument was presented (based on a face to face interview versus taken from a Twitter account), the source giving the argument (a citizen versus an expert) and the medium in which the stimulus material was said to be published (website of a national quality paper versus an activist group website). Only these aspects were changed between the articles, the wording of both the argument given and the body copy remained the same.

The article was presented as a short news article. It started with a brief announcement of a possible taxation on meat in the European Union. At the time of the experiment and before, it has not been on the political agenda in Austria, which ensured that the participants were unlikely to hold strong opinions on the topic. Still, the topic is very realistic, as it was discussed in other member states of the European Union. Beside the factual information, and depending on the condition, a quote was given by either a citizen or an expert, either on Twitter or in a conventional face-to-face interview setting. The argument read in all cases: “Introduce it immediately. To my knowledge, Austrians eat 100kg meat per year, almost twice as much as 50 years ago. That is bad for the environment”, and then, after a bridging sentence, “In
other countries, this tax has decreased meat consumption considerably. And less meat means less CO2 in the atmosphere”. The exact question wording in German was chosen in a way that ensured the quotes could stem from a Tweet as well as from a face-to-face interaction.

Originally, a control condition in which the argument was not attributed to any source was included. For the sake of clarity and because it remains unsure how respondents interpreted the source of the information, this group is excluded from the presentation of our results. Table 1 provides an overview of all conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>Journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>Journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X4</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X5</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>Non-journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X6</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Non-journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X7</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>Non-journalistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X8</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Non-journalistic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of the research design

Measurement

As control variables, gender, age, and education were measured. Age was measured as a continuous variable, education on a 7-point-scale. To measure the moderator Need for Cognition, we shortened a scale provided by Cacioppo, Petty, and Kao (1984) (Cronbach’s α = .85). Our dependent variable, argument credibility, was measured in two ways: First, we asked the respondents straightforwardly to rate the credibility of the argument on a ten-point scale. Second, we used a five-item measure to tap into different dimensions of credibility: the degree to which respondents thought the argument was elaborate, clear, accurate, truthful and substantiated. A factor analysis revealed that all items loaded on one single factor. Cronbach’s alpha of the scale is .93. Both the one-item and the five item measure measure the same concept, as they are highly correlated, r = .85. We report the results from models using the 5-item scale. Results from the single item were similar.
Data collection

From a panel with 201,000 members, a sample was drawn using the stratified-sampling technique to match age, gender, education and region of residence with the Austrian population. The survey was in the field in November 2010 and a response rate of 17% was achieved, resulting in a sample size of N=2,954 cases after removal of invalid cases. Although this response rate is lower than desired, the sample is still suitable for the purpose of this study – and better than the convenience (student) samples often used in experimental research.

An analysis of the time respondents spent reading the stimulus material revealed that a substantial part of the respondents did not read the article at all, but clicked immediately on “continue” at the bottom of the page. Running the analyses for this group independently confirmed that the stimulus material did not have any influence on the dependent variables. To exclude these non-readers, the cutoff point was determined empirically. To this end, a convenience sample (N=61) was recruited and participants were told that the researchers are interested in average reading times of news stories and were instructed to read the stimulus material “speedily, but thoroughly” and click “continue” as soon as they finished. Reading time was the only variable measured. For a normally distributed variable, approximately 97.7% of all values are higher than two standard deviations below the mean. Thus, only very few participants should be capable of reading the stimulus material in even less time. We therefore decided to set the final cutoff point to M (33.72) minus 2SD (2*10.73), resulting in 12.26 seconds. Because of the topic, we also removed vegetarians (n=88) from the sample. This group is, firstly, likely to hold a much stronger opinion on this topic and, secondly, would not be affected directly by the proposed law, as they would not have to pay the tax. After excluding this group and applying the cutoff point for the minimum reading time, the final sample size was N=1,979.

Results

An independent samples t-test shows no significant difference in the credibility of the argument in a partisan website setting as opposed to the online newspaper setting when comparing raw scores of the two experimental groups, t(1977)=.142, p = .887. Results did not change when we controlled for the other experimental stimuli and gender,
age and education. In a partisan website setting, the credibility of the argument presented is evaluated not significantly lower compared with an online newspaper setting (b=-.06, p=.511). Hypothesis 1 is rejected.

As expected, a higher level of credibility is attributed to arguments that are presented by experts as opposed to those by citizens (hypothesis 2). On a scale from 1 to 10, an argument presented by an expert is on average attributed a score of 3.53, whereas the same argument presented as originating from a citizen is evaluated significantly lower (p=.034) with 3.33. Also when including control variables, we found that arguments from citizens were evaluated .20 points lower (p=.033) than when the same argument was presented by an expert. Hypothesis 2 is supported.

We further checked whether the style in which the journalist obtained the argument affected the credibility of the argument. There is no significant difference between the credibility of an argument presented as a quotation obtained from Twitter compared to a ‘real’ (face-to-face) interview (b=-.12, p=.207). Hypothesis 3 is rejected.

In order to test hypothesis 4, an interaction effect between citizen/expert source and the Twitter/F2F setting was introduced into the model. We expected that the difference in credibility between messages from experts and messages by citizens would be larger in the Twitter condition than in the F2F setting. The interaction is not significant (b=-.15, p=.432) and the model does not improve (likelihood ratio test, p=.431). However, when we restrict our sample to respondents only aged 40 years or younger, we find a significant interaction effect of the setting and source (b=-.55, p=.049). For this subsample, hypothesis 4 is supported. In a Twitter setting, messages from experts are rated as significantly more credible than those of citizens compared with a F2F setting where there is no difference in credibility for arguments from citizens or experts as results of the conditional effect showed (b=-.01, p=.953). Although we have to reject hypothesis 4 for our whole sample, we cannot do so for a subsample aged 40 years and younger.

We expected from hypothesis 5 that a higher NFC would decrease the impact of all our conditions. When we introduce NFC to the previously used model, it does not have a significant effect at first (b=.01, p=.736). However, when we also introduced interaction effects with our condition variables, NFC (b=.15, p=.047) some of the interactions become significant (Table 2). Both the Twitter/F2F and the citizen/expert condition have a significant interaction with the level of NFC.
Table 2. Final model to predict credibility. Unstandardized b-coefficients from an OLS regression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>b</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age young</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age old</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalistic condition</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter condition</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen condition</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for Cognition (NFC)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalistic * NFC</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter * NFC</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen * NFC</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R²: .06

Figure 1. Expected message credibility, depending on Need for Cognition and whether the message was communicated by a citizen or an expert.
Respondents with a high NFC rate an argument coming from an expert much higher than respondents with a low NFC (Figure 1). NFC, however, does not influence the credibility of an argument presented by a citizen. The positive relationship between NFC and level of education can be ruled out as a possible explanation for our findings as the models had always controlled for the latter. Thus, regardless of the educational level, NFC was found to affect positively the evaluation of an argument presented by an expert; the higher the NFC the more credible an expert’s argument is evaluated.

A very similar relationship is found between NFC and Twitter and F2F interview settings (Figure 2). Whereas NFC affects the credibility attributed to arguments stemming from a F2F setting, NFC does not affect the credibility of an argument that journalist obtained via Twitter. H5 is not supported: The differences hypothesized in H2 and H3 are larger for people with a high NFC, while there is no difference regarding H1.
Conclusion

Our findings sketch a mixed picture of the influence of context, source and setting on argument credibility. We argued that partisan websites should be judged less credible than journalistic sites, and that this judgment would also influence the credibility of arguments given in these contexts – even if the argument itself is identical. However, we did not find any evidence that arguments from clearly partisan websites are perceived as less credible. One possible explanation is that partisan sources are believed to have specific knowledge on the topic at hand. In our example, an environmental interest group might actually know more about environmental topics than a journalist, and can therefore compensate for the journalist’s assumed credibility bonus. People might also assume that the interest group would not take the risk of publishing obviously wrong information, as the interest group’s image might suffer huge damage in case this is revealed. Therefore, the interest group might do thorough research and strive for accurateness in a similar way as journalists do. This might lead to a high reputation of the interest group, and explain why arguments presented by the interest group, in spite of being obviously partisan, are not per se judged non-credible.

We also find settings in which journalists themselves may be able to increase the credibility of an argument. At least among the younger population, a journalistic face-to-face interview can increase an ordinary citizen’s credibility to the level of an expert – something that does not happen on Twitter, where the citizen is less credible than an expert. Of course, the question arises as to why this effect does not occur among older citizens. One possible explanation is that (a lower) age might serve as a proxy for familiarity with Twitter or social media in general. Future research would have to address the question whether this is really the case. An important practical implication of this finding is that journalists should always make sure to include information on how they have obtained a quotation – especially important in the ongoing debate on transparency and accountability. It does matter for consumers’ evaluation of the presented information and is not just a mere question of journalistic style.

Social media offer journalists excellent opportunities for crowdsourcing and for getting in contact easily with important sources. In addition, access to these sources is done quickly from behind the journalist’s desk. Our results suggest, however, that journalists should
realize that their audience still might judge the interview with an expert as more credible than vox pop from the Web. And although the contextualization journalists provide might help citizens assess the credibility of an argument, and although journalists still seem to be trusted, journalists also should realize that they no longer are the only trusted source: People do not necessarily judge first-hand information from partisan sources as information they should not believe. This might be connected to increased media literacy and also the possibility to verify and cross-check information quickly on the web. But in a media environment, in which journalists no longer are the only trusted source, it is important to keep analyzing which other sources might take over the role of providing the public with credible political information.

The elaboration likelihood model assumes that Need for Cognition (NFC) plays a central role in the way people process information. And indeed, we found different effects for people with a high and a low NFC. While people with a low NFC would perceive a face-to-face interview as incredible, those with a high NFC would judge it very credible. They seem, in other words, to trust that the journalist will select a credible source. Those with a lower NFC seem to be more skeptical – as they are about experts: Believing arguments by experts more than those by fellow citizens seems to be something which is more common for individual with a high NFC.

Taking into consideration that credibility is a key prerequisite for communication effects to take place, we call for a deeper investigation of how different contexts influence argument credibility. Given the fact that credible information is far more likely to lead to attitude and behavioral change, more scientific inquiry is needed into the impact of sources and settings on credibility. As social media are becoming a primary source for information, it becomes crucial to better understand how individual process this information.
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Appendix

Question wordings

Need for Cognition (NFC)
- I would prefer complex to simple problems
- I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems
- I would prefer a task that is intellectual and difficult to one that requires less thought

One-item measure of credibility
- How credible do you think the arguments given for an introduction of a tax on meat are?

Five-item measure of credibility
- How well thought-through do you think the arguments given for an introduction of a tax on meat are?
- How clear do you think the arguments given for an introduction of a tax on meat are?
- How accurate do you think the arguments given for an introduction of a tax on meat are?
- How substantiated do you think the arguments given for an introduction of a tax on meat are?
- How truthful do you think the arguments for an introduction of a tax on meat are?